
Consequences of the Eddington limitMassive stars approach the Eddington limit due to the high lumi-nosity from nuclear burning. Because accretion can be much moreeÆcient than nuclear reactions at generating energy, Eddington limitmost often relevant for accreting compact objects.(1) Accreting compact objects:Luminosity due to accretion at rate _M is,L = GM _MRwhich implies that the Eddington limiting luminosity is reachedat an accretion rate,_M = 4�cmH�T R � 1:5� 10�8 0@ R10 km1A M� yr�1...taking a radius appropriate for a neutron star and ignoring rela-tivistic corrections. Mass transfer in a binary system can exceed thisvalue.
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(2) Accreting black holes:Stable circular orbits around a black hole only exist outside theradius of marginal stability. For a non-rotating black hole:rms = 6GMc2while for a maximally rotating hole,rms = GMc2for orbits rotating in the same sense as the hole and,rms = 9GMc2for retrograde orbits. If gas spirals in towards the hole througha sequence of circular orbits, and then plunges from rms across thehorizon without emitting any further energy (or exerting any torqueon the disk), then the eÆciency of accretion is,� � L_Mc2 = 0:057 (non� rotating)= 0:42 (maximal)For � = 0:1, the accretion rate at the Eddington limit becomes,_M ' 2 0@ M108 M�1A M� yr�1:2



Super-Eddington accretionMay be possible to exceed the Eddington limit in magnetized at-mospheres (Begelman 2001). Generally, the Eddington limit is astronger constraint on the luminosity than on the accretion rate. Athigh _M , reach regime of photon-trapped accretion.Consider a spherical accretion ow in free-fall. At radius r, radialvelocity is, vr = �vuuut2GMrdensity is given by, 4�r2�vr = � _Mand free-fall timescale is, tff = rjvrj:Consider a photon di�using out of the inowing gas. After time t,number of scattering is, N = tclwhere l = (��)�1 is the mean free path.3



Distance travelled on a random walk is,L = lN 1=2:Photon will di�use a distance r in a time,tdiff = r2c ��:Photon di�uses relative to the local uid motion. If tdiff > tff ,then inowing gas will drag photons inwards faster than they candi�use outwards. Setting tdiff = tff de�nes a trapping radius,rtrap = _Mc2LEdd 0@GMc2 1A...written in terms of the gravitational radius of the accreting ob-ject and assuming Thomson scattering opacity. Implies,� Can have arbitrarily large _M , provided accretion energy is some-how lost (black hole: across horizon, neutron star: via neutrinoemission).� Escaping luminosity comparable to LEdd.� Relevant to neutron stars spiralling into stellar envelopes, possi-bly formation of massive black holes.
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Opacity in stellar interiorsNumerical calculations are needed for accurate evaluation of theopacity. Standard references:� OPAL: Rogers & Iglesias, 1992, ApJS, 79, 507. Iglesias &Rogers, 1996, ApJ, 464, 943.� Opacity project: Seaton et al., 1994, MNRAS, 266, 805

where logR � log(�=T 36 ) and T6 = 10�6T .5



At lower temperatures (not normally required for stellar purposes),ices, dust and molecules need to be considered (see Alexander &Ferguson, 1994, ApJ, 437, 879).At densities between 10�9 g cm�2 and 10�5 g cm�2:

.Peaks at a few �104 K due to the large contribution from atomicprocesses at this temperature. 6



Note: similar considerations lead to the cooling function (Dalgarno& McCray, 1972, ARA&A) peaking at � 105 K.

(cooling rate per unit volume is n2�).
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Sources of opacity in stellar interiors(1) Electron scattering:If electrons are non-degenerate and non-relativistic, Thomson scat-tering with cross-section,�T = 8�3 0B@ e2mc21CA2 = 0:6652� 10�24 cm2provides a grey opacity { no frequency dependence. In practice,this is important at high T , where ionization is almost complete. Fora hydrogen mass fraction X ,�e�s = 0:2 (1 +X) cm2 g�1:No temperature or density dependence within the regime of appli-cability.(2) Free-free absorption:Absorption of a photon by a free electron in the Coulomb �eld ofan ion.See Hansen & Kawaler x4.4.2 for several approximate expressionsfor this opacity. Simplest, invalid for T < 104 K when the degree ofionization is too low, is,�f�f � 4� 1022 (X + Y )(1 +X)�T�3:5 cm2 g�1Inverse process is bremsstrahlung.8



(3) Bound-free absorption or photoionization:Can be approximated as:�b�f � 4� 1025 Z(1 +X)�T�3:5 cm2 g�1:Note: same dependence on density and temperature as for free-freeopacity. Described as Kramers' law.(4) Bound-bound opacity:Usually smaller than the above processes, but not negligible.(5) H� opacity:Free-free and bound-free opacities rise towards low T , until sup-pressed by lack of electrons. Steep dependence of the opacity with Tat lower temperatures is due to opacity associated with the H� ion(ionization potential 0.75 eV).Very roughly,�H� � 2:5� 10�31 (Z=0:02)�1=2T 9 cm2 g�1:Most relevant to stellar atmospheres.
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